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Beautiful and tactile, these artisan fireclay sinks are handcrafted, using 
traditional techniques, making them practical and hardwearing.

Each sink is unique because they are handmade by Master Craftsmen 
using the same methods of traditional craftsmanship since 1897.

Luxurious, durable, anti-bacterial glaze finish.
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BUTLER SINKS

SHAWS BOWLAND

BUTLER SINKS

The Bowland is a beautifully crafted, iconic single bowl 
sink with a fluted front. It makes the perfect solution for 
a traditional country-looking kitchen.

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Quantity

KTSB600
Shaws Bowland 
600 Butler Sink

595mm 465mm 220mm Each

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.
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BUTLER SINKS

SHAWS CLASSIC

BUTLER SINKS

The Butler Sink has graced the worlds finest homes for 
over a century with its timeless, practical and beautiful 
design.

Ideal for modern or traditional-looking kitchens and is 
available in two sizes.

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Weight Quantity

KTSCB600

Shaws 
Classic 
Butler 
Sink 600

595mm 460mm 255mm 50kg Each

KTSCB800

Shaws 
Classic 
Butler 
Sink 800

795mm 460mm 255mm 60kg Each

Classic Butler Sink 800

Classic Butler Sink 600
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BUTLER SINKS

SHAWS CLASSIC DOUBLE

BUTLER SINKS

The Butler Sink double bowl is the perfect choice for a 
multi-purpose sink, balancing style and practicality.

Ideal for busy kitchens and is available in two sizes.

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Weight Quantity

KTSCD800

Shaws 
Classic 
Double 
Butler 
Sink 800

795mm 465mm 229mm 62kg Each

KTSCD800

Shaws 
Classic 
Double 
Butler 
Sink 1000

995mm 465mm 229mm 78kg Each
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BUTLER SINKS

SHAWS ENTWISTLE

BUTLER SINKS

The large, single bowl Entwistle sink is designed with a 
unique patterned front.

It makes a great choice for both modern and traditional 
kitchens.

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Weight Quantity

KTSE760

Shaws 
Entwistle 
760 
Butler 
Sink

760mm 460mm 255mm 57.5kg Each
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BUTLER SINKS

SHAWS SHAKER

BUTLER SINKS

The Shaker features a deep bowl and clean sharp lines. 
This versatile and timeless sink adds a touch of elegance 
to any kitchen. 

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Weight Quantity

KTSCS600

Shaws 
Shaker 
600 
Butler 
Sink 

595mm 465mm 255mm Each Each
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INSETS & UNDERMOUNTS

SHAWS CLASSIC INSET

INSETS & UNDERMOUNTS

Perfect as a secondary sink, the Inset is both beautiful 
and practical and can be installed as either an inset or 
undermount sink.

- Two mounting options: Inset or Undermount

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Weight Quantity

KTSCI600

Shaws 
Classic 
Inset 600 
Sink

595mm 460mm 255mm 50kg Each
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INSETS & UNDERMOUNTS

SHAWS CLASSIC SQUARE

INSETS & UNDERMOUNTS

The Square sink is perfect for vegetable preparation or 
for use in island or peninsular applications.

It can be installed as either an inset or undermount sink.

- Two mounting options: Inset or Undermount

-  Requires either Type A basket strainer waster or waste 
disposal system

Due to Shaw’s fireclay ceramics being beautifully handcrafted all sink sizes are +- 2% variance from specified dimensions.
We recommend your kitchen manufacturer is aware of this and that no benchtops or cabinets are cut until your sink is on site.

Item Code Item Width Depth Height Weight Quantity

KTSCS460

Shaws 
Classic 
Square 
460 Sink

460mm 460mm 191mm 30kg Each
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ACCESSORIES

REPAIR KIT

SHAWS RUBBER SINK MAT

SHAWS TYPE A BASKET STRAINER WASTE

ACCESSORIES

Minor damage to baths, basins or tiles can easily be 
repaired with this repair kit.

Acting as a long-lasting filler and a top coat, this makes 
it ideal for touching up ceramic, enamel, acrylic, metal, 
powder coated, or painted surfaces.

This robust, temperature resistant, industrial quality kit 
allows you to cost effectively deal with minor damage in 
your bathroom.

- Suitable for baths, basins, shower trays, kitchen sinks

- Easy to use

For customers seeking the extra assurance provided by a 
rubber mat to protect the base of their sink.

Our embellishments have been carefully designed to 
perfectly complement our range of handcrafted sinks.

- Protects glasses/china

- Protects sink from heavy impact

Handmade basket waste kits, crafted with the highest 
grade stainless steel and featuring ceramic indices with 
matching Shaws insignia.

Our embellishments have been carefully designed to 
perfectly complement our range of handcrafted sinks.

-  Required for all Shaws Butler Sinks where a waste 
disposal system is not used

Item Code Item Colour Style Quantity

KTCRRK080
Ceramic, Enamel, 
Acrylic Repair Kit

Alpine 
White

Kit Each

Item Code Item Width Height Quantity

KTSHRM
Shaws Rubber Sink 
Mat

400mm 320mm Each

Item Code Item Quantity

KTTYPEACR CR Chrome Each

KTTYPEANS NS Pewter Each
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Enko Group Ltd
14 Winger Crescent, 
Kamo, Whangarei 0112
New Zealand

0508 365 674

sales@enko.nz

www.enko.nz

GET IN TOUCH WITH US

FOLLOW US


